Unlocking the Laptop Lock

1. Locate the laptop lock slot at your computer.
2. Secure and lock the Security Lock.
3. Press and hold the motion alarm button until you hear two beeps for the second level setting.
4. Release the button.

Changing the Motion Alarm from Low to High Sensitivity

Press and hold the motion alarm button until you hear three beeps. Press the button again three times every second indicating that the motion alarm is armed to high sensitivity.

Disarming the Motion Alarm

Press and hold the motion alarm button and turn off the siren, unlock the Security Lock.

Using the Laptop Lock Adapter

1. Locate the laptop lock slot at your computer.
2. Unlock the Laptop Lock Adapter by pulling the black plastic piece back into the lock shaft.
3. Insert the Laptop Lock Adapter into your computer’s Security Lock slot.

4. Lock the Laptop Lock Adapter by pushing the black plastic piece back into the lock shaft.
5. Turn the dials to conceal your combination.
6. Release the button and check that the battery cover is secure and locked.

Record of Combination Code

| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

Disclaimer: Laptop Lock/Alarm has been designed as a deterrent to theft. The manufacturer or supplier cannot accept any liability for personal injury, property damage or loss.

Troubleshooting

Alarm doesn’t sound or only makes a “clicking” sound when activated.
Check battery life and replace the batteries if necessary. If battery life is OK, Remove and refit batteries to reset.

The steel cable will not totally retract back into the main unit whilst pressing the cable trigger button gently pull some of the cable out again and then allow it to retract back slowly into the unit. Repeat several times if necessary pulling out less cable each time.

Using Personal Alarm

1. To activate the unit:
   ▪ Remove the tag.

2. To operate the unit:
   ▪ (1) To trigger the alarm, Just pull out the strap.
   ▪ (2) To use as Light, Just press the button.

3. To replace batteries:
   ▪ Replace with x 4 LR41(392) batteries.
   ▪ Cover the back cover.
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3. Press and firmly hold the Combination set button located next to the cable. Enter the new combination. Press and hold the release button until you have set all your combination dials to the new code.
4. Release the combination set button, or pull the cable plug head up, to save the new combination.
5. Record the combination in a secure space provided at the user manual or another easy-to-find place.
6. Test the combination BEFORE attaching the lock to an item.

Unlocking the Laptop Lock

1. Using the dials, enter the current combination.
2. Press the release button to release the plug head.
3. Retract the cable by pressing and holding the trigger while guiding the cable into the unit.

Notebook computer. You can provide physical security without an additional computer. You can provide physical security without an additional computer.